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Very few AI companies understand the real challenges of Pharma

“You can’t understand 

someone until you’ve walked a 

mile in their shoes.”
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Very few AI companies understand the real challenges of Pharma

Lawrence Ganti, M.B.A.

Spent 18 years in Pharma

Functional leadership across:

Sales, Marketing, Medical Affairs, Supply Chain, Regulatory, Market Access, 

Manufacturing, IT, Finance, HR, Business Analytics, Clinical Development

Geographic leadership in:

Mature Markets, Emerging Markets; Americas, Asia, Europe

Perspectives across:

Country, Regional, Global roles. 

Lived and worked in 8 countries

Spent 4 years as a researcher:
Harvard | Rice | Babson

McKinsey

“You can’t understand someone until 

you’ve walked a mile in their shoes.”
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AI in Pharma: from Hype to Skepticism
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Why?

“Last year, I was paying seven 

figures for anything AI. Now, I am 

asking all these AI companies to 

prove it. I don’t trust that these 

technologies can deliver.” 

-SVP at Top 5 Pharma Company

“A lot of companies claim to be AI, 

when just last year they were selling 

me data reports or market research.”

-Executive Director, Top 3 CRO

“AI has a lot of promise, but many of you guys 

(vendors), aren’t solving practical problems 

that I have today.”

-Chief Medical Officer, Global Pharma Company
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3 Underlying challenges that Pharma faces when it comes to any DATA related technology

Deep

Context based

Diverse

Unstructured
Dense

Interconnected
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Consequences of Deep, Dense, and Diverse data…

Deep

Dense

Diverse

NLP often fails due to lack 

of context and life science 

specific ontology. 

So much of the insights 

is in the connections 

between the data

Data from disparate 

sources and various 

formats often requires 

manual work
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I need to reduce my patient drop-outs for my 
chronic therapy. Can you help me predict if a 
patient is going to drop-off and then alert my 
medical teams to take proactive action?
-EVP, Global Head of Franchise Strategy

Provided a model which integrated with their 
patient support hub and alerted hub when a 
patient was likely to drop-off therapy. 

Outcome: client reduced dropouts by 40%

Many use cases for AI in Pharma…from simple to complex. 

Pre-Clinical Clinical Dev Regulatory/Market Access Launch/Commercialization

Help me prioritize my internal assets to 
support external investments.
-SVP, Head of Research & Early 
Development, for ImmunoOncology

Provided a landscape analysis of patents, 
publications, and deals showing what 
assets various companies cover. Client is 
able to make comparisons between mode 
of action, target type, therapy area, and 
stage.

Outcome: client optimized their portfolio; 
stopping certain trials to fund BD activity.

I need to reduce the time it takes to 
capture data from HTAs and I need 
to ensure that data is relevant to 
feed my models
- VP, Head of HEOR Europe & 
International

Crawled major HTA body data and 
other 3rd party sources and used our 
technology for relevant data 
extraction.

Outcome:  Reduced up to 55% of the 
HEOR’s teams time in searching for 
the data to feed their model. Model 
becomes smarter over time due to 
machine learning

I need to speed up the recruitment at our 
sites for one of our Phase III candidates
-Global Head of Clinical Development, for 
Immunology

Provided a dashboard which identified 
sites based on investigator reputation, 
past trial recruitment times, competing 
drug site performance.

Outcome: client increased their site 
enrollment vs their original plan by 70%

I want to have a mapping of the underserved patient population for breast cancer in 
my key European markets and understand the causes.
-President of Oncology Europe

Provided a real time analysis of cancer centers taking into account treatment center 
capacity, epi data, # of physicians, etc; Compared share of voice and sentiment across 
drugs; performance analysis of patient assistance programs; etc

Outcome: client can optimize marketing channel mix to close gap of underserved 
patients for specific indication in 3 European markets.

I need shape my scientific story of my 
upcoming launch and ensure I have the 
right KTLs onboard
-SVP, Global Franchise Head 

Created a dashboard capturing: Medical 
SOV Patient Sentiment, KTL Mapping, News 
flow, Patents, and Trial activity of all 
competitors

Outcome: client was able to tailor launch 
activities and create the scientific story 
based on a comprehensive, real time 
analysis, including patient sentiments.

                          
                     

                     
                     

I need to automate our process of pre-
clinical asset prioritization and hypothesis 
confirmation.
-Global Head of Translational Medicines

Automated client’s process of asset 
prioritization and used real world evidence 
and data to confirm hypothesis related to 
potential indications.

Outcome: client optimized their process, 
shaving down the time from 8 months to 7 
weeks.
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Key considerations when looking at AI technology

Does the Artificial 
intelligence understand 

Life sciences

Do the systems process
Unstructured data

Does the architecture 
connect

Enterprise data

Ontology needs to be expansive, life science specific, non-static

NLP is not helpful unless it is enhanced for life science language processing

How have the machines been trained? What data was used?

System needs to understand page layout, structure, tables, graphs

Ability to extract and read various formats of documents

Algorithms need to connect records across scattered data sources and 
normalize entities

Drawing linkages between external and internal data sources

Technology must be able to sit within a variety of enterprise settings

Integrating data with latest technology; Simplify legacy systems

Machine 
Learning & AI

Computer Vision / 
Image Recognition

Blockchain

Ontologies

Entity 
Normalization

Network 

Analysis

How much of this is automated vs manual curated? Can insights be delivered in real time?
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Q&A
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Contact

Frankfurt (Germany):

Innoplexus AG
Frankfurter Strasse 63,

65760 Eschborn

Pune (India):

Innoplexus Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
7th Floor, Midas Tower

Hinjewadi Phase 1, Pune 57

New Jersey (USA):

Innoplexus Holdings, Inc.
258 Newark Street, Suite 301, 

Hoboken, NJ 07030

www.innoplexus.com
                       
                     

http://www.innoplexus.com/
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Ecosystem to support the development of the new core competency

Universal Data

Enterprise Data

3rd Party Data

Universal
Crawler

Universal
Crawler

Universal
Crawler

Preclinical 
Prioritization

Customized cuts of the 
data Analytics Modules

Hypothesis 
Confirmation

Clinical Trials 
Optimization

Emerging KOLs

Competitive 
Landscaping

Patient Sentiment

Competency Models

Market Intelligence

Predictive Modeling

Dashboards

Mobile
Apps

Data Query
Engine

API’s

Network 
Analysis

Ontologies

Computer 
Vision

Entity 
Normalization

Unique Data 
Ocean
Data 

Repository 

AI Ecosystem
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2011 2013 2015 2017 2019 2021

Innoplexus: Founded in 2011 Employing over 250+ Talented Professionals Globally with Advanced Degrees in Life 
Sciences, Engineering, and Data Science with a Passion for Curiosity  and Innovation

250+ top talents from leading universities and Institutes 
globally such as MIT, Cornell, Max Planck Institute, Johns 
Hopkins and Indian Institutes of Technology

35 data scientists

73 engineers 19 PhDs

9 UX

2011 2013 2015 2016 2017 2018

• Foundation of 
Innoplexus in India

• Developed our own 
machine learning 
models and text 
analytics and built up 
our self learning  
ontologies

• 3 locations in Germany, USA, India
• 70+ Patent applications
• 15 global customers
• Proprietary life science ontology 

reaches 23m concepts
• Launch of blockchain platform

for research
• 200+ employees

• Developed our 
proprietary 
technology in  
Crawling, Image 
recognition, PDF 
extraction

• Launched our flagship AI 
platforms with life science 
data ocean: kPlexus, 
iPlexus

• 100 Employees
• Clear product 

development roadmap

• Matured algorithms and ontologies
• 17 Patent applications
• 300 TB+ data, adding 10 GB each week
• 1 Trillion+ data connections & relationships
• 50,000 data feeds
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Innoplexus secure environment

Innoplexus Technology Partnership Approach Options

Approach-01: 100% solution deployment on 
enterprise security environment

Approach-02: Client data hosted on client network 
with access rights to Innoplexus

Approach-03: Innoplexus develops application/API 
on its network client  upload of enterprise data

Client secure environment

Innoplexus pulls out 
data from API/ 

Application/ dump
Data 

Screening

Data 
processing

API

Application

Application shared 
with client to upload 

data

Data 
Screening

Data 
processing

APIApplication

Enterprise 
data

API/ Application/ 
dump  for data 

sharing

End User

Enterprise 
data

Shared with 
Innoplexus (org laptop 
or secure login access 

portal, etc.)

Data 
Screening

Data 
processing

API

Application

End User

Enterprise 
data

End User


